Analysis of factors shaping codon usage in the mitochondrion genome of Oryza sativa.
In this paper, the main factors shaping codon usage in the mitochondrion genome of rice were reported. Correspondence analysis, a commonly used multivariate statistical approach, was carried out to analyze synonymous codon usage bias. The results showed that the main trend was strongly correlated with the gene expression level assessed by the 'Codon Adaptation Index' value, a result that was confirmed by the distribution of genes along the first axis. From the results that there were two significant correlations between axis 1 coordinates and the GC, GC3s content at silent sites of each sequence, and clearly significant correlations between the 'Effective Number of Codons' values and GC, GC3s content, we inferred that codon usage bias was affected by gene nucleotide composition also. In addition, the hydrophobicity of each protein also played some roles in shaping codon usage in this organelle, which could be confirmed by the significant correlation between the positions of genes placed on the first axis and the hydrophobicity value of each protein. In summary, natural selection played a crucial role, nucleotide mutational bias and amino acid composition only in a minor way, in shaping codon usage in the mitochondrion genome of rice. Notably, 21 codons defined firstly as 'optimal codons' might provide some more useful information for gene engineering and/or evolution studying.